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ABSTRACT: Advances in binder jet printing (BJP) require the development
of new binder−powder systems, for example, to increase compatibility with
better performance metal alloys or to increase the strength of parts using
stronger binders. The dynamics of binder absorption are principally
understood through capillary models. However, validation of these models in
BJP has focused on variation of powder properties. Using a design-of-
experiments approach and an optical observation method to track absorption
of droplets, this study tests the influence of fluid properties on absorption time
against the predictions of capillary models. Properties specific to polymeric
binders, such as molecular weight and entanglement state, are also considered.
Capillary models are found to be generally accurate in predicting absorption
time in dilute systems; however, these predictions are not accurate for highly
concentrated binder solutions. The effect of polymer entanglement becomes
prevalent as the solution concentration increases, which can also potentially occur as a result of increased evaporation due to powder
bed heating. Specifically, concentrated solutions close to the onset of entanglement will absorb much more slowly than predicted.
Future models of BJP systems must account for the possibility of polymer entanglement throughout the absorption process.
Improved models will provide a more accurate understanding of the flow and solidification of the binder in the powder, allowing
faster development of new binders for improved performance in printing.

■ INTRODUCTION

Binder jet printing (BJP) is an additive manufacturing method
well-suited to the fabrication of metal and ceramic parts.1 In
BJP, a binder is printed on the surface of a powder bed to bind
together powder granules. Through printing on successive
layers of fresh powder, a three-dimensional binder−powder
composite is created, which must then be post-processed, often
through thermal treatments that pyrolyze the binder and sinter
the powder granules, significantly improving the mechanical
properties of the part and reducing porosity. Further post-
processing for improved mechanical properties, surface finish,
and mechanical tolerances may be necessary.2,3

A significant limitation in developing a BJP process is the
selection of printing parameters for a particular binder and
powder. Many studies in this area have focused on the
equilibrium saturation of the binder in a powder, with
particular emphasis on the effect of granule size.4−9 Studies
in adjacent fields, such as wet granulation in pharmaceuticals or
soil hydrology in civil engineering, have also contributed to
understanding the equilibrium state of powder−binder
composites.10−13 Developments in the study of BJP contribute
to this wider context of fluid infiltration of porous media.
Additionally, advances in BJP support progress in many fields,
such as tissue engineering, microelectronics, and pharmaceut-
icals.14−16

However, the dynamics of binder absorption play an
important role in the printing process: the absorption time
of a printed binder droplet limits the printing speed and the
time between the spreading of new powder layers, and affects
dimensional accuracy and droplet coalescence.11,17,18 A better
understanding of absorption dynamics in binder jetting would
reduce development times by suggesting suitable printing
parameters.
In considering the available models that predict the

absorption dynamics of binders in BJP, theoretical models of
binder−powder interaction have relied on capillary pressure to
explain binder absorption into the powder bed.4,5,19 In these
models, the pores in the powder are modeled as bundles of
parallel capillaries, where capillary forces drive absorption of
the fluid.
These models have their basis in the Young−LaPlace

equation,20 expressed particularly by Washburn in his pioneer-
ing work on capillary dynamics,21 which balances the Young−
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LaPlace equation with the Hagen−Poiselle equation to balance
capillary and viscous forces as a fluid flows dynamically
through a capillary. Marmur further developed a model for the
absorption of small droplets into capillaries,22,23 which was
extended by Denesuk et al. for absorption into a powder.24

Notably, Hapgood et al. tested the Denesuk model, modified it
to better describe heterogeneous void spaces, and found it to
reliably predict absorption time across several powders and
fluids.25 Recent models have built on these foundational
studies with more detailed modeling of phenomena such as the
changing radius of droplets on the surface and of infiltration
within the powder bed.26

These models have been frequently applied to BJP. For
example, Holman et al. proposed a model for binder
absorption as a function of pore size, building on the Denesuk
model.27 Following similar principles, Moon et al. studied
absorption kinetics in ceramic binder jetting, including an
analysis of the relative effect of fluid properties, and proposed
an equation based on Washburn capillary dynamics.19

Extending the study of powder properties, Miyanaji et al.
used Denesuk’s model to estimate absorption time.28 Bai et al.
studied the effect on absorption when loading binders with
nanoparticles, following the models of Hapgood and
Denesuk.29 The suitability of the models has recently been
validated by Barui et al., who used X-ray synchrotron imaging
to observe binder flow within the powder bed, comparing the
dynamics to the Denesuk model.30 The principal focus of these
studies has been the effect of powder properties on absorption
time, while consideration of the properties of the fluid has been
limited. In the literature on binder jetting, these capillary
models have been the principal approach for understanding
binder absorption dynamics, particularly absorption time.
Setting aside the powder geometry, capillary models predict

that a group of the properties of the fluid (γ: surface tension, μ:
viscosity, θ: contact angle) will be proportional to the
absorption time t

μ
γ θ

∝t
cos( ) (1)

The fluid property group in eq 1 represents a balance between
capillary forces (γ cos θ), which drive absorption, and
resistance from viscous forces (μ). Experimental validation of
capillary models in BJP has often focused on the properties of
the powder, rather than the effect of the fluid properties of the
binder.5,27,29

In practice, the range of fluid properties suitable for BJP is
limited by the dimensionless Ohnesorge number, which relates

viscous forces (viscosity μ) to inertial and surface tension
forces (density ρ, surface tension γ, droplet diameter L), as
shown in eq 2.31 Values ranging from 0.1 to 1 correspond to
fluids that can be printed with ink jetting technologies.32 Since
BJP can utilize a range of drop sizes, the Ohnesorge number is
an important consideration when designing and scaling
systems.

μ
ργ

=
L

Oh
(2)

A class of binders of particular interest are aqueous solutions of
organic polymers. These binders have shown promise as being
easily solvable, producing environmentally friendly decom-
position products, and being readily available for mass
production.33 Additionally, printing water-soluble polymers
reduces environmental and safety concerns of other solvent-
based systems. However, the applicability of capillary models
to solutions of long-chain polymeric molecules in binder
jetting has not been previously investigated. Studies of polymer
adhesion to metals have shown a range of bonding
mechanisms, depending on the charge of the metal surface
and the chemistry of the binder.34,35 Aqueous solutions of
polymer interact with oxides on the metal surface, notably
through hydroxyl groups on the polymer and metal.36 In BJP,
polymer−metal interfaces have been examined in the green
body (after printing),37 but studies of the interaction of bulk
binder solution are also needed to improve printing perform-
ance. A better understanding of the impact of polymer
properties on binder−powder interaction is important for the
future development of polymeric binders.
The objective of this study is to investigate the extent to

which the absorption dynamics of binders, particularly
polymeric binders, can be predicted by the available capillary
models. Since previous studies have focused on powder
properties, the fluid properties of binders will be varied in this
study according to a design-of-experiments (DOE) approach.
In considering polymeric binders, capillary models do not
directly account for their particular properties, such as
molecular weight (see eq 1). The effect of polymer properties
can be independently tested since solutions can be prepared at
equivalent viscosity and surface tension from a variety of
polymers, or of various molecular weights within the same
polymer species. A model system using microliter scale
droplets (larger than the picoliter droplets used in common
binder jetting applications) will allow the influence of various
parameters to be easily observed and linked to expected
behaviors in production systems. By using an optical contact

Figure 1. Representative droplet profiles: (left to right) before release, upon deposition, at 33 and 67% of target volume absorbed, and at endpoint
(80% pre-impact volume absorbed), with time since deposition indicated, for (a) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 40k high μ high γ (Experiment 1,2),
(b) PVA 10k low μ low γ (Experiment 2,5), and (c) PVP 40k low μ low γ (Experiment 1,5).
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angle method, the absorption times of binders can be
efficiently measured, and the results are compared to the
predictions of capillary models.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Droplet Absorption. Representative droplet time profiles

are presented in Figure 1. Across all runs, the average droplet
volume in the video frame immediately before droplet release
was 5.05 ± 0.71 μL.
Influence of Viscosity, Surface Tension, Molecular

Weight, and Polymer Species. Experiment 1 (PVP binders
only) studied the influence of viscosity, surface tension, and
molecular weight, with mean effect plots shown in Figures 2

and S2. As predicted by capillary models, increased viscosity
increases absorption times. On average, the effect of surface
tension was not clear, with reduced effect at higher viscosity
(see Figure S2). However, capillary models do not explain the
significantly higher absorption times for high Mw binders (as
compared to low Mw binders) at the same viscosity (p = 2 ×
10−5). Since for each Mw of the polymer, different
concentrations are required to reach the target viscosity, a
relationship between polymer concentration and absorption
time may exist.

In Experiment 2, the surface tension was held constant, and
polymer species was included as a factor. Mean effect plots are
shown in Figures 2 and S3. Again, viscosity has a strong effect
on absorption time, which increases for all binders with
increasing viscosity. However, at high viscosity, there are again
significant differences between each polymer concentration. In
particular, the most concentrated solution (PVP 40k 36 wt %)
absorbs about 4 times more slowly than less-concentrated
solutions at equivalent viscosity. For binders at similar viscosity
and surface tension, the molecular weight was generally not
significant (see Figure S3), except as will be discussed
hereafter.
Capillary models predict similar absorption times for similar

viscosity, surface tension, and contact angle (powder bed
properties being equal). At low viscosity, droplet absorption
times are similar in both PVA and PVP binder solutions (see
Figure 2) regardless of molecular weight or concentration.
Expected increases are observed for each binder with
increasing viscosity, and moderate decreases are found with
increased surface tension. However, because the available
capillary models predict similar absorption times for similar
fluid properties, an unexpected discrepancy is present at the
high-viscosity levels, where more highly concentrated solutions
have much longer absorption times.
In explaining this difference, concentration appears to play a

dominant role. As seen in Figure 3, which shows the effect of

concentration on absorption time, binders at similar viscosities
would be expected to have similar resistance to capillary
pressure and thus similar absorption times.
However, the PVP 40k binder at 35 wt % concentration has

an average absorption time five times longer than the other
binders that had been prepared at the same viscosity, but at a
lower concentration of the binder. The second-order
interaction plots (see Figures S4 and S5) confirm this
relationship, showing a strong interaction effect on absorption
time between molecular weight and viscosity. This interaction
is again linked to concentration since a higher concentration of
a lower-molecular-weight polymer is required to reach the
same viscosity as a solution prepared using a high-molecular-
weight polymer.

Figure 2. Mean effect plot showing effects of viscosity for aqueous
PVP 40k and 360k binders (Experiment 1, top) and for PVP and PVA
binders at constant surface tension (Experiment 2, bottom). Error
bars: 95% CI (t-test), p-values: t-test.

Figure 3. Effect of binder concentration on absorption time, for
aqueous PVA and PVP binders at constant surface tension, with low-
and high-viscosity samples indicated.
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Absorption Time by the Capillary Property Group.
Using the contact angles determined by the Washburn
capillary method (see Table S2), the absorption time was
compared to the capillary property group, as shown in Figure
4. Within each combination of binder and molecular weight,
absorption times follow the property group with expected
linear trends.

Plotted against the capillary property group, the absorption
times of the highly concentrated PVP seem to follow a
different regime than the other binders (Figure 4). Since the
surface tension, viscosity, and contact angle are similar between
this binder and other high-viscosity binders, it would be
expected that absorption times would be similar. The trend of
absorption time against the capillary property group is
generally consistent for the less-concentrated binder solutions
but does not explain the behavior at high concentrations.
Interestingly, the relationship between absorption time and the
capillary property group appears to hold very well within each
binder, with a spread in the data for each binder attributable to
any irregularities in powder packing.25 It should be noted that
the relative error in average absorption time for each binder is
similar between replicates (±20% of each average measure),
despite larger absolute errors for long absorption times. If the
true average within each set of data points is supposed as being
either the maximum or minimum value, the significant
difference between observed and expected trends still holds.
A possible explanation for the behavior of concentrated

binder solutions is that the solutions approach critical
entanglement concentrations, where chain−chain interactions
would be expected to significantly slow absorption into the
powder bed. However, plots of log(viscosity) for each solution
do not clearly manifest the inflection point indicative of the
onset of entanglement (see Figure S1) and so cannot verify
that the solutions are in a concentrated regime where
entanglement dominates.38

However, theoretical calculation of entanglement concen-
tration is possible for each binder. The entanglement
molecular weight of a polymer in solution at a given
concentration, (Mc)soln, is approximately equal to the quotient
of the entanglement concentration in the melt Mc (values

readily available39,40 in the literature) and the volume fraction
φ,41 as shown in eq 3

ϕ
=M

M
( )c

c
soln

(3)

As shown in eq 4, the solution entanglement number (ηe)soln
(average number of entanglements) is the ratio of the
molecular weight of the polymer Mw and the entanglement
concentration in solution (Mc)soln

ϕ
= =n

M
M

M
M

( )
( )c c

e soln
w

soln

w

(4)

The onset of entanglement in solution occurs when (ηe)soln
is approximately equal to two since each entanglement requires
two chains. However, electrospinning studies suggest that the
onset of entanglement is a gradual process that occurs between
values of (ηe)soln from 2 to 3.5, depending on the polymer
system.42 For the solutions used in this study, estimated
entanglement concentrations are shown in Figure 5.

To study the effect of entanglement on absorption dynamics,
the absorption times of the binders were plotted against the
solution entanglement number (see Figure S6). While more
entangled solutions of the same polymer had consistently
higher absorption time, a general trend is not apparent. In
particular, concentrated PVP 40k absorbs more slowly than
other binders at a similar level of entanglement. On the other

Figure 4. Absorption time versus capillary property group (μ/γ cos θ)
for aqueous PVP and PVA, with linear regressions shown for each
molecular weight of each binder.

Figure 5. Calculated dependence of the solution entanglement
number on polymer concentration for PVA and PVP solutions.
Concentrations used in this study indicated by points, green shaded
regions indicate the approximate onset of entanglement, and dotted
lines show the theoretical function of the entanglement number on
concentration.
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hand, solutions with similar viscosity (see Figure 3) have
similar absorption times over a wide range of the solution
entanglement number.
The level of entanglement of the binder solution as-prepared

at room temperature has a weak effect on absorption time,
compared to other properties such as viscosity, concentration,
or the capillary property group.
Influence of Temperature. In the BJP process, powder

beds are typically heated to accelerate the evaporation of
solvent and solidification of the part. The effect of heating on
absorption time is shown in Figure 6. In all cases, heating
increased absorption times.

In heated powder beds, capillary models predict that
absorption time will decrease for aqueous binders since
decreased viscosity would have a stronger effect than moderate
decreases in surface tension. However, the opposite trend is
observed experimentally. It is likely that evaporation of solvent
rapidly increases the concentration of the binder in heated
droplets, correspondingly increasing the viscosity. To explore
this hypothesis, the evaporation rates of 5 μL water droplets on
stainless steel plates at 60 °C were observed. For a droplet of
binder under similar conditions, the estimated viscosity and
polymer concentration were calculated as a function of time
(Figure 7). A rapid increase in viscosity is predicted,
supporting the idea that at high concentrations of the binder,
even small amounts of evaporation can significantly increase
absorption time. At the picoliter scale, typical of BJP, this effect
can be potentially be mitigated, as the time scale for absorption

into the powder is typically much shorter than that for
evaporation.18,43

Similar behavior to the unexpectedly slow absorption of
concentrated polymer solutions shown in this study has been
observed for PVP in electrospinning, where it is hypothesized
that high concentrations of low Mw polymer solutions rapidly
form skins on exposure to air.44,45 Such a phenomenon would
significantly increase resistance to capillary forces, slowing
absorption. This effect would be amplified by heating the
powder bed.
When considering the effect of entanglement on the

theoretical absorption profile shown in Figure 7, it is clear
that an entangled state could be quickly achieved even if the
initial solution is comparatively dilute. For the modeled 20 wt
% PVP 40k binder, however, absorption in all experiments was
complete before the predicted onset of an entangled state,
calculated to occur at roughly 15 or 20 s.
When considering a PVP droplet at the higher concentration

tested (35 wt %) under the conditions tested in these
experiments, the entangled regime would quickly be reached
by evaporation. At sufficiently high local concentrations, gel
formation would occur, forming a skin, as previously
mentioned. Thus, at high concentrations of polymers, small
amounts of evaporation will lead to highly viscous states that
will absorb more slowly than the initial fluid properties would
predict. While the timescales shown in this Figure are surely
shorter than would occur in a powder bed, the effect of rising
viscosity with evaporation could affect a sufficiently heated
process. To test this hypothesis, additional solutions of PVP
40k were prepared at various concentrations, following the
methodology previously described to measure the absorption
time of droplets. As can be seen in Figure 8, small increases in

the as-prepared concentration led to dramatic increases in
absorption time, with a 45% solution having infinite absorption
time (droplet solidifies on powder surface). This result shows
that highly concentrated binders will absorb more slowly than
expected so long as small amounts of evaporation are able to
rapidly change their properties. The intersection of the lines in
Figure 8 gives the inflection point where the as-prepared
solution concentration begins to give rise to polymer
entanglement phenomena. It should be noted that, due to

Figure 6. Absorption time of binders at room temperature (white)
and 60 °C (gray).

Figure 7. Calculated binder concentration (blue) and viscosity
(orange) of a 5 μL droplet of the 20% PVP 40k binder undergoing
evaporation on a 60 °C stainless steel plate, based on the evaporation
rate of water under these conditions (see Figure S8) and viscosity
standard curves.

Figure 8. Experimental absorption times for PVP 40k solutions at
various as-prepared concentrations. Note infinite absorption time at
45 wt % (droplet solidifies on bed surface). Green shaded region:
predicted entangled regime. Dotted linear fit lines are added to guide
the eye.
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solvent evaporation in the heated bed, the actual solution
concentration is higher at the moment the absorption time
measurement is recorded. In other words, although the as-
prepared solution is a key controlling parameter, the actual true
solution concentration for entanglement is at a higher value.
Obtaining that value would require estimating the evaporation
effect due to the heated bed and is beyond the scope of this
paper. However, some important suggestions will be given
below on solution preparation and how to avoid polymer
entanglement phenomena in the heated bed.
Models of binder jetting have not, to this point, considered

polymer entanglement as affecting the absorption time of
droplets. The two regimes suggested in the plot of absorption
time vs concentration (Figure 8) invoke the traditionally
understood relationship between viscosity and concentration,
which may be expected since absorption time has been
predicted to be proportional to the viscosity. However, the
calculations of solution entanglement number versus concen-
tration for the initial solution, compared to concentration at
which the inflection point is observed in the absorption time vs
concentration chart, point to the change in viscosity
throughout the absorption process. These observations
demonstrate that the assumption that viscosity is constant
when modeling the printing of droplets in binder jetting must
be validated.
While heating can slow absorption timescales, insufficient or

uneven heating reduces printing accuracy because it does not
allow for absorption of excess binders from newly printed
layers, as recently shown by Crane.46 To improve flowability of
a binder, our results show that it is preferable to use higher-
molecular-weight polymers at lower concentrations to reach
fluid property targets such as viscosity. The effect of
evaporation on binder absorption can be estimated by
considering the evaporation rate of solvent and the
corresponding estimated increase in viscosity of the binder as
it is absorbed. High concentrations of polymer that are close to
entanglement concentrations should be avoided since very
small amounts of evaporation will significantly affect binder
properties.
When the powder bed is heated between layer deposition,

solvent is evaporated and binder concentration may increase
significantly. In these conditions, polymeric binders will reach
very high viscosities within the powder bed. As entanglement
concentrations are reached, binder mobility will be reduced.
Since binder interaction between layers is important in creating
parts with favorable mechanical properties, binder solutions
must be prepared such that entanglement concentrations will
not be reached prematurely in the heated powder bed.
Interactions between layers are key to adhesion and the
formation of polymer bridges between particles,37 and
sufficient binder mobility must be maintained between layer
deposition to ensure adequate layer adhesion.
It must be emphasized that the microlitre-scale droplets used

in this study differ in many important respects from picolitre-
scale printing systems commonly used in binder jetting today.
For example, the absorption time of a single droplet in today’s
binder jetting systems is usually complete within a few
milliseconds, whereas evaporation of such a droplet may
occur on the order of several seconds.43 However, further
development and broader applications of binder jetting
systems can be expected to push beyond these operating
limits. Such systems could include those with high
concentrations of the binder solute or with highly volatile

solvents (particularly at high temperatures). Indeed, increasing
polymer concentration is a natural approach to decrease binder
volumes. Due to the limitations of commercial printing
systems, these types of binder jetting environments are not
in common use. The findings of this study, namely, that
polymer entanglement can have an important effect on a
printing process involving the absorption of polymerics
solutions into powder beds, will be an important guide to
those developing innovative powder-based printing systems.
Unexpected printing behavior, particularly very slow

absorption times, can be avoided by performing the experi-
ment suggested by Figure 8 for a particular combination of the
binder, solvent, and substrate, ideally at the target bed
temperature. The inflection point in the plot of absorption
time versus solution concentration (as-prepared) will indicate
the practical concentration at which entanglement becomes
significant, considering the actual evaporation of the solvent.
Binder solutions below the practical entanglement concen-
tration will behave more predictably than solutions above. For
example, as shown in Figure 8, entanglement is predicted at
40% but is observed at 30%. In this particular system, polymer
concentrations in the as-prepared solutions should not exceed
30% for efficient absorption times. Where the slope of the
curve after entanglement is quite large, the behavior will be
unpredictable and absorption times will be much longer than
capillary models would predict.
Further work will be needed to clearly establish threshold

concentrations above which capillary models provide unreli-
able predictions. Future models of droplet absorption in binder
jetting must take into account the effects of heating and
evaporation, enabling more industrially relevant predictions to
advance the development of new binders.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Understanding printing dynamics in BJP will be essential to the
development of new printing systems. The available capillary
models may be adequate for predicting the absorption time of
fluids with similar compositions at low concentrations, such as
those used in many current binder jetting systems. However, it
has been shown in this paper that properties such as molecular
weight and concentration play an important role in absorption
dynamics in binder jetting. Specifically, binder solutions at high
concentrations close to entanglement concentrations have
significantly increased absorption times when compared to
less-concentrated solutions at the same viscosity (for example,
solutions of a higher-molecular-weight polymer). One
mechanism that can exacerbate the entanglement effect is
evaporation. While existing models may be adequate for many
current binder jetting systems, future designs with highly
concentrated solutions or volatile solvents must account for
polymer entanglement, which can play a significant role in the
dynamics of printing systems. The design of new binder
systems for BJP requires trade-offs between flowability and
setting time that may be further described by subsequent
investigation of these phenomena. The existing capillary
models of binder jet printing must be expanded to account
for these factors, allowing more rapid development of new
binder systems for increased part strength and printing
performance.
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■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. PVA and PVP have been frequently reported in
the polymeric BJP literature and are readily available and well-
characterized polymers;33,47−50 thus, they will serve as test
molecules in the present study. Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)
(Sigma-Aldrich: Mw = 9000−10 000, 80% hydrolyzed; Mw =
85 000−124 000, 87−89% hydrolyzed) and polyvinylpyrroli-
done (PVP) (Alfa Aesar: Mw = 40 000; Mw = 360 000) were
used to create aqueous binders by dilution with deionized
water. Surface tension adjustment was performed with Pluronic
F68 surfactant (10% aqueous solution) (Gibco). Stainless steel
316L spherical powder (D10 = 7 μm; D50 = 12 μm; D90 = 19
μm, see size distribution in Figure S7) was used as the
substrate for absorption experiments. As a baseline for capillary
rise measurements, hexanes (n- and cyclo-, Fisher) were used.
Binder Preparation. To prepare binders according to the

experimental design, standard curves for viscosity versus
polymer concentration were used to prepare solutions at
high- and low-viscosity levels (270 and 27 mPa s) for each
combination of polymer species and molecular weight, by
dilution of the polymer in deionized water (see Figure S1).
Pluronic F68 was added in concentrations from 0.001 to 0.1%,
as required to reach the 45 mN/m target. Viscosities were
measured using an Anton Paar MCR-501 rheometer
(geometry DG26.7, Pelletier module C-PTD200) at 25 °C,
with decreasing shear rates from 1000 to 0.1 s−1. Surface
tensions were measured by the pendant drop method

(OCA20, DataPhysics Instruments). Measured values of
binder properties are shown in Table S1.

Droplet Absorption. Droplet absorption experiments
were performed using an optical contact angle measuring
system (OCA20, DataPhysics Instruments), consisting of a
video camera observing deposition of a backlit liquid droplet
by a syringe (see Figure 9). The target volume to deliver was 5
μL, controlled by using tip sizes ranging from 0.24 to 0.52 mm
outer diameter (Optimum Dispense Tips, Nordson EFD),
according to the properties of each fluid. Droplets were
released from 0.5 mm above the powder bed. Video analysis
software (SCA20, DataPhysics Instruments) was used to
determine the drop volume before release and to track the
binder volume remaining on the surface throughout the
absorption process.
Powder beds of 316L stainless steel were prepared in

fabricated aluminum well plates, designed to separate replicates
and have a smooth, level surface to facilitate imaging. The
powder was poured into each well, gently tapped, and leveled,
thus simulating powder deposition in a binder jetting
production process.8,29 Trials to compare wells prepared
using this method against compacted beds (tapped and
compressed with a glass rod) resulted in a variation in
absorption times on the order of ±10% between methods, an
error similar to the variability between replicates under either
preparation method.
After depositing each droplet, the volume of liquid above the

powder surface was tracked with respect to time, and

Figure 9. Schematic of apparatus for droplet absorption (a) and photo of well plate and powder surface (b) during the experiment.

Table 1. Design for Experiments 1 (PVP Binders) and 2 (PVA & PVP Binders)

experiment no. run no. binder surface tension (mN m−1) molecular weight viscosity (mPa s) Ohnesorge no.

1 1 PVP 45 40 000 270 1
2 PVP 65 40 000 270 1
3 PVP 45 360 000 270 1
4 PVP 65 360 000 270 1
5 PVP 45 40 000 27 0.1
6 PVP 65 40 000 27 0.1
7 PVP 45 360 000 27 0.1
8 PVP 65 360 000 27 0.1

2 1 PVA 45 10 000 270 1
2 PVP 45 40 000 270 1
3 PVA 45 124 000 270 1
4 PVP 45 360 000 270 1
5 PVA 45 10 000 27 0.1
6 PVP 45 40 000 27 0.1
7 PVA 45 124 000 27 0.1
8 PVP 45 360 000 27 0.1
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absorption time was calculated as the time between deposition
of the droplet on the powder bed and the time at which 80% of
the dispensed volume had been absorbed.29 Measuring
absorption time on a volume basis, rather than by simply
tracking the contact angle, is preferable since this approach is
independent of the dynamics of the change in radius and of the
receding contact angle characteristic of each fluid−powder
system. Five replicates were performed for each run, with
absorption times averaged.
Washburn Capillary Rise. The Washburn capillary rise

method was used to calculate binder−powder contact angles.51
Following the previously described methodology,53,52 borosi-
licate glass capillaries (inner diameter: 8 mm) were plugged
with 0.2 g cotton and then filled with 6 g stainless steel powder.
Each tube was tapped at least 100 times to a uniform level to
control powder packing. Tubes were suspended from an
analytical balance, and a beaker of the binder was raised so that
the surface of the liquid binder was level with the bottom of
the tube. Experiments were performed for each of the binders,
as well as for a totally wetting liquid (hexanes, contact angle =
0°) as the reference. The squared rate of mass increase was
plotted and used to determine the contact angles, as shown in
Table S2.
Temperature Control. To study the influence of temper-

ature on binder absorption time, an electric Peltier heating unit
(TEC 160, DataPhysics Instruments) was used to maintain the
surface temperature of the powder bed at a level within the
range of industrial interest (60 °C). Temperatures were
verified using thermocouples (DataPhysics) as well as an
infrared thermometer (Extech 42510A).
Experimental Design. To study the influence of binder

properties on absorption time, two full factorial experimental
designs, summarized in Table 1, were elaborated, varying: (1)
surface tension, molecular weight, and viscosity for PVP
binders and (2) molecular weight, viscosity, and polymer
species for both PVA and PVP binders. While a single
experiment (full factorial, four factors) had been originally
designed, the low surface tension of PVA solutions precluded
high−low surface tension levels for this binder. For Experiment
1, the range of surface tensions was selected with high values
unadjusted (65 mN/m) and low values adjusted using a
surfactant. In Experiment 2, the surface tension of the PVP
binders was adjusted to match the (lower) surface tension of
the PVA binders. Molecular weights were selected to give
similar viscosities at equivalent concentrations between species.
Viscosities were selected such that the Ohnesorge numbers

of the fluids would correspond to the maximum and minimum
jettable viscosities within the test system, to test the range of
relevant properties with consideration of the scale of the
system.
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